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Laurie
 
Yes, upda�ng ASTM standards is due, but as you know, typically we only use a few volumes,  That said ever 10 or 15
we try to refresh a whole set (usually  prompted when we come into some $ or a year-end spend-down).   At these
moments I’ve always reviewed the pricing for the online version.  I usually balk to avoid incurring annual ongoing
subscrip�on costs.  If there is a per-use model, it might be something to look at, but those present a challenge to
monitor and control.
 

Asking for help from Eng. School is a very good idea. 
You may also reach out CACT Center (David or Alan)
I would check with Pa�y to see if/how many standards we may have borrowed or loaned in recent years
As with several of our specialized resources, ASTM standards informa�on is something we should have readily
available to support our special programs.  Unfortunately, we have not observed enough use to jus�fy regular
upda�ng expense.
Typically with decisions like this, I make hail-mary inquires directly to the sales folks at these vendors and
explain our low enrollment, size, and specializa�ons of our programs, rela�onships in materials science
industry, etc..  (with DB subs, I’ve even threatened to drop).   As in the case of EI Compendex, and Wiley, it is
possible to receive a counter offer at discounted pricing on high �cket items. It may be worth a call to ASTM to
explain our situa�on and beg for a discount.  “Begging”, in ma�ers of large cost/limited use items has
generally, been part of my prac�ce.

 
Hope this is helpful
 
Mark
 

From: "Lounsberry McFadden, Laurie" <mcfadden@alfred.edu> 
Date: Monday, November 12, 2018 at 10:26 AM 
To: "Smith, Mark A (Scholes)" <msmith@alfred.edu> 
Subject: FW: ILL for standards (ASTM)
 
Mark – has upda�ng the ASTM standards in Scholes been on your radar or to-do list? 50% off the set is a good deal,
but s�ll a lot of money. I would want to check with Alastair and Gabby to see if they might have any funds to help
offset the cost if we decided we were interested in pursuing a purchase rather than just a few specific volumes. Brian
has asked Samantha to find out the price of ASTM Compass for comparison.
Thanks for any insight you might be willing to offer!
 
Laurie
 

From: Dannick, Samantha L  
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2018 6:24 PM 
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